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Ten blank green cards are included for the teacher to
make additional cards as needed.
Letter or letter combinations with contracted braille
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American Printing House for the Blind, Inc.
Resource Services
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisville, KY 40206-0085
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Fourteen blank green cards for contracted braille are included
for the teacher to make additional cards as needed.
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Letter and Letter Combinations
Included in Kit

Credits
Project Leader:
Jeanette Wicker

Vowels, vowel diagraphs, and vowel diphthongs
without braille contractions
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Ten blank yellow cards are included for the teacher to
make additional cards as needed.
Consonants, consonant blends, consonant
diagraphs, and consonant trigraphs without braille
contractions
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Ten blank blue cards are included for the teacher to
make additional cards as needed.
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Purpose: Word PlayHouse can be used to teach
students with visual impairments some of the
concepts and skills necessary for emergent, beginning,
and struggling readers to become fluent readers.
Word study activities have been shown to promote
the development of phonological awareness and
alphabetic principle.
Phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency,
and comprehension have been identified as essential
components of reading instruction through scientifically
based reading research.
The National Reading Panel, in the report Teaching
children to read: an evidence-based assessment of the
scientific literature on reading and its implication for
reading instruction (2000), notes that “correlational
studies have identified phonemic awareness and letter
knowledge as the two best school-entry predictors of
how well children will learn to read during the first two
years of school.” They also reported, “Teaching children
to manipulate phonemes using letters produced bigger
effects than teaching without letters.”
In 1970, Wylie and Durrell identified 37 basic
phonograms. These phonograms can be found in more
than 500 primary grade words. These 37 phonograms
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There are no tactile point symbols in the upper left
corner of word families and suffixes cards. The low
vision student will note that all word families and
suffixes are on green cards while the braille user will
note that there is no tactual symbol in the upper left
corner. Velcoin dots are attached to the back of each
piece to secure the letters to the bi-fold felt work board
and to assist in organization and storage of the pieces
in the binder that is provided with the kit.
5. Contracted braille cards
Because all students are not introduced to contracted
braille at the same time, two different cards are
enclosed for some word families, suffixes, blends,
diphthongs, and digraphs. The cards for contracted
braille letter combinations are printed on green
squares with both black print and braille. Cards that
contain contracted braille have both top corners
notched. The notch in the upper right corner is for
orientation, as with all cards in the set. The notch in
the upper left corner alerts the teacher and the student
that contracted braille is used on the card. Velcoin dots
are to be attached to the back of each piece to secure
the letters to the bi-fold felt work board and to assist
in organization and storage of the pieces in the binder
that is provided with the kit.
6. Storage Binder
A binder is provided for storage of letters. Each binder
page is covered in veltex to assist the teacher in sorting
and storing the many small pieces included in this kit.

are included in this kit as well as vowels, vowel
diagraphs and diphthongs, consonants, consonant
diagraphs and blends, suffixes, and additional
phonograms.
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Because all students are not introduced to contracted
braille at the same time, two different cards are
enclosed for some word families, suffixes, blends,
diphthongs, or digraphs. One card is in contracted
braille and the other is in uncontracted braille.
These cards are intended to supplement the reading
program used in your school. They are not intended to
replace the reading curriculum.The cards included in
this kit can be used in a variety of ways during reading
and language arts instruction.
• Recognizing letters
• Build the understanding of letter and sound
correspondence
• Understanding vowel digraphs and diphthongs
• Understanding consonant blends and digraphs
• Reinforcing phonetic concepts
• Identifying CVC patterns
• Identifying CVCe patterns
• Identifying long-vowel digraph patterns
• Identifying r-controlled vowel patterns
• Combining letters to make words
• Recognizing patterns in words
• Building word families
• Identifying rhyming words
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Reinforcing encoding and decoding skills
Developing and reinforcing word recognition skills
Association of spelling to letter sounds
Vocabulary development
Addressing individual needs
Learning the braille alphabet
Correlating contracted and uncontracted braille
Mirroring the classroom instruction that is presented
visually in the regular classroom

Contents
1. Bi-fold felt work board
The bi-fold felt work board provides a working space
for the student. One side can be used for working
storage of letters that will be introduced during the
lesson. The other side can be used as a working space
for the student to use as he/she manipulates letters
and word families.
2. Vowels, vowel digraphs, and vowel
diphthong cards
The letter/letters are printed on yellow squares with
both black print and braille so that they are suitable
for use with small and large groups and with both large
print and braille users. The upper right corner has been
notched to provide orientation for the braille reader.
All vowels, vowel digraphs, and vowel diphthongs
have a small open circle point symbol in the upper left
corner. The low vision student will note that all vowels,
vowel diagraphs, and vowel diphthongs are printed on
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yellow cards while the braille user will note that there
is a small open circle point symbol in the upper left
corner. Velcoin dots are to be attached to the back of
each piece to secure the letters to the bi-fold felt work
board and to assist in organization and storage of the
pieces in the binder that is provided with the kit.

3. Consonants, consonant digraphs, and blends
The letter/letters are printed on blue squares with both
black print and braille so that they are suitable for use
with small and large groups and with both large print
and braille users. The upper right corner has been
notched to provide orientation for the braille reader.
All consonants, consonant digraphs, and consonant
blends have a small vertical bar point symbol in the
upper left corner. The low vision student will note that
all consonant, consonant digraphs, and consonant
blends are printed on blue cards while the braille user
will note that there is a small vertical bar point symbol
in the upper left corner. Velcoin dots are to be attached
to the back of each piece to secure the letters to the
bi-fold felt work board and to assist in organization and
storage of the pieces in the binder that is provided with
the kit.
4. Word families and suffixes
These letters are printed on green squares with both
black print and braille so that they are suitable for use
with small and large groups and with both large print
and braille users. The upper right corner has been
notched to provide orientation for the braille reader.

